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We hope that all our families are safe and well, this has been a term filled with challenges as we aim to restore many of the things that we previously did in school against a
backdrop of increasing Covid cases. The children have absolutely loved preparing for
their Christmas productions, this is very much something we have missed over the previous two years and as with our class assemblies this has provided children with opportunity to perform and for parents to have a chance to watch them do this. As parents
ourselves we know that these memories are invaluable. It has been a joy to watch children and see how they have grown in confidence, despite lacking many opportunities to do this previously.
Watching the children at the pantomime, it was clear how much they enjoyed the opportunity and how many experiences
like this they have missed out on over the previous few years. However, we think it only made them more enthusiastic! It
was also wonderful to see our Eco Council serving our elderly guests at the St Stephen’s community Christmas lunch, we had
so many comments on how fantastic the pupils and food were.
We do not know what the future holds but we very much wish all our families a healthy, happy Christmas.
Laura Cutts and Sarah Heaney

This term our focus has been on Anti Bullying week, where we promoted the theme of odd socks to
celebrated peoples differences. During assembly and in class children discussed behaviours which were
bullying and the actions that they need to take to address it. Our key focus was on having one kind
word for others.
During this term we
have also focused on
ensuring that children
understand how to
keep themselves safe.
The NSPCC Pants role
is a simple way to discuss this with your
child.
We also made sure
that all children know
the Childline number :
Please do talk to a member of our wellbeing team if you
have concerns about your child’s emotional wellbeing in school.

0800 111111

We have looked at how people like Nelson Mandela and
Rosa Parks have changed the
course of history and how
their stories and activism continue to educate people
against racism. Children in
Year 5 looked at making
scaves against racisim with
messages of equality and unity.

This term our focus has been on Equality. We have
looked at how different people need different things
and how people have been discriminated against on
the basis of gender and race. We have looked at global inequalities and how not everyone has the same
opportunity to succeed in life. As well as celebrating
difference.

School Music Soundtrack!
This term we have been listening to the following
artists and music to celebrate our termly theme of
Equality! All these artists have either been civil rights
activists or pioneers in the music industry where they
have had to overcome discrimination.

Nina Simone “Feeling Good”
Florence Price – Symphony 1
Florence Price was the first
black female composer to
have her work played by an
orchestra.

Miles Davis “So What?”

Weekly Good Work

Christmas Cards and our Christmas
wishes on the 'wishmas' tree.

Year 4

Imogen work incredibly hard writing her own
narrative which keeps to you gripped and
wanting to find out more all the way through!

Rebecca wrote this incredible book review about Matt
Haig's 'A boy called Christmas.' which gives you a wonderful insight into the book!

Prince wrote an amazing book review about Matt Haig's 'A boy
called Christmas!' I'm sure it will make you rush out and buy your
own copy!

Year 5

Year 5 have
been working
hard on arts
and crafts for
Christmas.
Their latest
creation was
Christmas
crackers.

Year 5 used the drawing
app Sketchpad to create
their own vector images.

Year 6
Today we finished this term’s portrait art project with the children picking their favourite style from the
ones we have been studying, choosing their medium and having a go!

Mariam Khalil was inspired by
the Pre-Raphaelite movement.
Tallulah Ostle was inspired by
the Surrealism movement.

Ahmad Balongun was inspired by the post impressionist movement.
Some excellent written
work by Year 6.

